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Da.ys on whi ch schoo l is in session arc inrlicated hy .full fa ce type-

Calendar for 1897=98.

Fall and Winter Term.

EXAMINATION FOR ADliiSSION ............... .. ... . Tuesday,
O PENING OF TERM •.• . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . ......

8eptembm· '7.

Wednesday, Septembe1· 8.

. . .. . . : • . . . Norember f!5-27.

TrrA NKSGIVING RECESS, TnnEE DAYS . . .. ..

CHRISTMAS RECESS, Two DAYS .•• . . . .•.... . ......- ..• • . D ecentbel' 24-.'85.

1898.
Ji!Jiday, Janua1oy 21.

P UBL IC EXAMINATION CLOSING 'I'ET'E TEm£ ...... , ..

I

Spring and Summer Term.
01'1J:NTNG OF TERM .. . .•. . . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . ...

Wednesday, Feb1·umoy 9 .
Tuesday, Febnta?oy 22.

WA s nrNOTON's BmTHDAY .... . ..... . .. .. .... ....
SPRIN G RECESS, ONE WEIJ:K .

AnnoR DAY .. : . . . ..
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.Ap?'il 19-f!8.

. . . . . . . . ... . ... .... .... .• •• . .•. . •.• .. • . May 13.

P unuc ExAMINATION .... .•. .. •.. ....... .. ..• . •• ..
GRADUATING EXERCISES . ..

Tlt1trsday, June 23.

• . • .. . . . . . •.. •• . .••.. . • .. . Jilriday,

June 24.

By the act of the General Assembly, passed

•v•:;orr..-

l4, l87l, the Rhode Island Normal School was
"under the management of the State Board of Education
and the Commissioner of Public Schools as a Board
Trustees."

Board of Trustees.

BTS

EXCET.T"ENCY

'l'I·IE

GOVEUNOR,

ELISHA DYER
JUS

JJONOJt 1'HE J,IE UTENAN'f-GOVEICNUU,
A R AM

J . P 0 'l' H I E R

FH A K E . TllO~'lPSON .. . . . . ... . . .. ... ... . .... . ....... . . NEwPou•r.
FHAN K LIILL ....... ... .. . . .. ...... . . ........... .. ..... ASHAWAY.
GEO RGE '1'. BAKER . .. .. .. ... . . . .. ..... .. . . . .. ..... .. llAliTUN GTok
Hu:v. CfTAHLES J. WHITE .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . .. WooNSOCKE1'.

J On N K KENDRICK . ...... . .. . . . ... . ..... . .. . . ... .. . PnovmENcg.
SAlll UEL W. K. ALLEN ..... . .... . .... . . .. . . .. EA S'r GnEENWJCH.
THOMAS R. STOCKWELL,
Commi ssioner of Public Schools an d Secretary of Bour rl of Trustees.

-- - · · - -

Board of Examiners.

REv. A. E . CARPENTER . .... . ..... .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . .. ... WAUREN.

ll'lH . HELEN M. C. KENDRICK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . PROVIDENCE.
REv. WA-r. T. SMITH . . ................... . ............. WES1'EIU"Y.

RoN. J . W . HORTON .. . . . . . ..... . .... ... .............. NEwPORT.

REv. NAPOLEON LECLERC . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . . . : . . ... WooNSOCKET.

w.

Y. SLO CUM .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .

PUE:-IJX.
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CATALOGUE AND CIRCULAR OF THE

Board of Instruction.

WILLIAM E . WILSON, A. M.,

PHIN CIPAI.,

Psychology, Peda,qngy.

ALEXANDER BEY AN, A. M.,
Physics, Chemist?·y, .A1·itlimetic .

SARAH MARBLE,
L itemtiwe , Rhelo?·ic, Methods in Reading, JI!Iine ralogy .

CHARLOTTE E. DEMING,
Geogmplly, Metltods i n Geogmplty, Geology, .Ast1·o·nmny.

BERTHA BASS, A. M.,
H'isto1·y, Ci·cics, Latin.

EMMA E. BROWN, A. M.,
Geomet1·y, .Algebm, Ge1·man. Penmanship, Calistltenics.

INEZ L. WHIPPLE,
Botany , Zoology, Physiulngy.

MABEL C. BRAGG,
R eading, English Language.

ALEXANDER H. SEA VERNS,

RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL.

Board of Instruction, continued.
HATTIE E. HUNT, Pn. D.
A118i1<tw~t

in

P~<ycltology,

Pedttgogy, and ilfet!tods,

EMORY P . RUSSELL,
M~t.,ic.

Training School.
CLARA E. CRAIG,
Tmirdng

1~·a cltm•

of Gramma1· Department.

ALICE E . REYNOLDS,
Principal Tmining Teacher of Primary .Depa1·tment.

MARY A. HOVEY,
As8istant in Prima.ry Depa1 tmer.t .

.ADA B. BRAGG,
A.~sisfttnt

in P'l'imm·y .Depa1·tmeu't.

GRACE E. MOWRY,
.Assistant ·i n

Primct~·y

Depm·tment.

PHEBE WILBUR,
Teachm· in School of Obsm·va tion.

ALICE W. CASE,
]'eacl!e1' in School rf Oh.•frvation.
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CATALOGUE AND CIRCULAR OF THE

Students.
ADVANCED COURSE.

SENIOR C L ASS.
Gmclurtled .ftt ne 18 , 1817.
NA~l E .

P. 0. A ui>R ERs.

Babcock, Hattie Sprague ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . ...... "\Vesterly
Baker, Susan L ouise ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dighton, Mass.
Barber, Phebe Arnold . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. ... . . L akewood.
Brennan, Gertrude Theresa .. . . .. . 29 Hope St., Woonsocket.
Burke, Lucinda Ma.y .. . ..... .... . . ... .. Box 13, Drownville.
Connolly, Catherin e L oretta .. . . . . . . ... . ..... .. . . . . Ashton.
Denney, Annie Marie Cecilia . ... . .4 7 Trask St., Providence.
Fisher, Edith Cameron .. .. .. 12 Blackstone St., Woonsocket.
Hodge, Mary Emily .. . . . . . . . . 73 Mathewson St., Providence.
J a.nes, F lorence Cora ... . . . . . .. .. .. . . " rest Mansfield,
Jarvis, J ennie Mildred .. . . .. \:!8 "\Vater St., L eominster, Mass.
J obnson, Mary Evelyn . : . . . . . . . .. ... . . Box 123, Centreville.
Matteson, Alice Belle . . .. . . . .. . . ..... .... . . ... . . Davisville.
McE linn, E lizabeth Cecilia .... . . . .. . . .. Box 82,
Mills, Theresa Minnie ... . . . 26-! Tockwotton St.,
P erry, Ada Mabel. . .... . .. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . Dighton,
Phillips, J\llary D ean . . .. . . . .. .. 46 Govern or St., ·~ ···~ "'· r• <>·n"'"'
Quirk, Mary Veronica. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. ·... Box 241,
Ray, Emma L ouise .. . . .. .. . . . .. . Box 445, E ast
R ose, Mary E lizabeth .. . .. ... .. . .. . ... . .. .. . .. . . ~~ llJ._,,,..~Sherman, F anny Irene .. . .. . . .. . .. ..... . Box 5, P ortsm
Smith, Mary Agnes .. .. .. .. . 80 Blackstone St., Wuuu::;•LJ,,.•v ~
Thornton, Sallie Eleanor .... . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... .. . . Oln

UHODE I SLAND NOHMAL SCHOOL.
P. 0.

N A1\I E .

9
AODrtE SS.

Tully, Annie Louise ... . . . ......... . .. . ........... Allenton.
Whitford, 1\fary ....... . ........ . 1!:> N e wton Ave., Westerly.
·wilber, Sarah 1\Iabelle . . . . . ... .. . . Box 36, West Kingston.
Winsor, Eleanor Jackson ...... . . .. ..... :Box 77, Olneyville.
vVood, Bertha 1\Iay,.. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Box N, Centreville.
Wood, Edna 1\Iay ............. .. .......... Box 386, Bristol.
W oocl, Katherine Louise .......... . ......... Box 3, Bristol.

JUNIOR CLASS A.

Allan, Robina Buchanon . . ~ .... .. 31 R allll St., Central Falls.
Apes, Lillias 1\Iay ............ . ............. . . . ... Anthony.
Blake, Agnes Eloise .. ... . .... . . . ...... . ... Mansfield, 1\Iass.
Blinn, Lillian May . . .... ., .... 3f iPmchrt,.;e St., Taunton, 1\Iass.
Bourne, Grace Ella ... .. JI . .' . . I. .'I.. . . . ... .' . ·.,'7.. , .... Rumford.
Brown, Anna Eliza ...... . .... .. . . .... .. . . . .... ..... Albion.
Campbell, 1\fary Agnes .......... . .. . .. . ....... .. Lonsdale.
Carter, Sarah Hattie ....... . .. . .... : . ........... Lonsdale.
Chase, Jennie Elizabeth ................... 1\Iansfielcl, 1\fass.
Conway, 1\fary Kf.ttbarine ...... 178 Arnold St., ·w· oonsocket.
Doane, Bertha Im.ogene . ; ....................... Riverside.
: ·...,
Dwyer, Julia Aloysius . .. . ........ 230 Gano St., Proviclence.
Flanag·an, Margaret A ..... w ·arburton St., Fall River, 1\IasP.
· Galli, 1\Iarie. . . . . . . . . . . .......... . 16 ·walnut St., Westerly. l ~
Good win, Ora Emily ............ 122 Vinton St., Providence. ~
"'
Bill, Com May .......... ·.<~·. ~ ... L9cklo~3~6, Bristol.
~
B ?kanson, Emma Alida . . . 1. / . : ••• •• • • • :-.' ••• .t.~•.Rumford.
l
Ku·by, 1\Iary Elizabeth ..... V"- 1. ! .. .... East Providence. ~~"T""-~n
1
L aupLear, Emily Gern:,ucle. "' ' -· • • i··1 :· • ~ !.'_1. JPeace Dale.
''
Leahey, 1\fary LouisaJr. .
Cross St., Providence.
""
Litchfield, Julia Anna .. ·........143 W. Broad St., Westerly.
/J
1
1\icl\fahon, Susie 1\Iaria. . . .
8,8 Liberty St., Westerly.
11 ~ '
~oogan, Ma<y Win;fmd , . . . . ....·. 'i/. ·.... East Providence. ~
\,

~~;:~~~~~1~: i:~~~~~~~~~~...:·~ ~ /.:::.~~1·· ·.~i~~t'~~~~~~:~;;: -~ 1

Openshaw, Bei'tha 1\Iay . . :·;:.... . 17 Second St., vVoonsocket. ~
Paine, Em~1a Bertha ..... . ......... . ......... vV oonsocket. ~
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CATALOGUE AND CntCULAR OF 'l'JIE
NA~IE .

P. 0. Au1Hn:s.s.

Parker, Jacob .... . . . ....... .. . . ... ... . . Southbridge, Mass.
Pierce, Cassandra May .... . ..... . ... .... . .. .. . .. Olneyville.
R iley, Abbie ertr de .. n : . ·_i._; .... . ........ . .. Briel
Ryan, Ellen ....... . ..•. ~.V:r .. . 557 Broad St.,
Ryan~ F lorence Sutherland . . .... . . 17 Ocean St.,
Sampson, Minnie Alena ..... . .... 20 Third St.,
S~erman, Hattie. Mal?,.elle .. . . . . . .... . . . .. Mansfield,
1
I'Illmghast, ~ elhe . . .\"'-. ~ . . . . . . . . . ,, . .. . . . ... .. '-'-- ----'L
Watson, Abbie Carpenter Jti . . .
h St., E ast
Worrall, Emma Augusta. f..(.q( ~Ian ville Rd., W oon

J UNIOR CLASS B.

Agnew, Annie Elizabeth . . . . . .. ... Box 631, East
Barnard, Mary Grace . . ... .... .. . . ...... . . . Mansfield,
Bates, Edith E llen . . ...... . ... ..... . . . . ..... Box 53,
Carpenter, Emma Jane ......... . ... East Providence
Conley, Katherine I rene . .. . . . 236 N. Main St., ·woon:so(:Kew
Cowen, Henrietta Now ell ......... . .... . ... Little
Craig, Mary Murrloch . . . . . . . . . .... .... . . ...... River
Demers, Clara Loretta . . .. .. .... 22 Goorling St.,
Demers, Mary Agnes .. .... .... . 22 Goorling St., Pa
Dolan, Peter Terence ..... . 18 Hanover St., ·worcester,
Donnelly, Grace Loretta .. .... 267 Central St., Central
Doyle, Sarah Anna . ... .. . ..... 32 Central St., Central
Farnes, Mary E lizabeth ..... . .... . ........... . .
Follett, Helen Stanley . . . ... . .. _.. ..... No. Attleboro,
Fuller, Ethel Esther .... . .. . . Lock Box 10, Plainville,
Hall, Alice Maria ... . . . .... . . Box 685-, No. Attleboro,
H icks, Bertha Stanley . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . .... .. Bristol
H icks, Carrie Louisa ... .. . . ... . 86 Cole St., P leasant
Kee, Sarah Jane . . .. .. . ........... . .. . . . ... . .. . .. .
Keppie, Lizzie Evaugeline . .. . .. 11 Sherman St., Paw
Lake, Mary Bryer .. ... ... .... . . . . ....... Box 349,
Lillibridge, Eleanor May ..... .. ..... .. .. Hebron ville,
Macdonald. Estella Christiana .. . ... . .. Sclmbenacaclie, N.
Mc. Veigh, Margaret Mary .. . . . . ..... . ........ . ... .LJVli~-·--·

HHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL.
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P. 0 . ADDRESS.

NAME.

l\1eagher, E llen Cecilia . . . ... .... . 205 East Ave., P awtucket.
1\'Iiller, Roxana Edith .. . .. .. ....... Box 167, Moosup, Conn.
Peabody, Charlotte L eValley .. . 128 W. Broad St., Westerly.
Peckham, Emma Williams . . ... . ... .. . . Lock Box 3, Bristol.
Pine, H elena Grace .. ...... . ... ... ..... . E lm St., Westerly.
Powers, Margaret H elen . .... . ...... Sou th Attleboro, Mass.
Smith , Annie Melisa . ...... .. . .. . . . . . . . . ...... .... Enfield.
Spaulding, Alice Follett ... . ... 1.16 Cross St., C.e ntral Falls.
Stirling, Marcella Dunwoodie, 71 Oliver St., Fall River, Mass.
Whipple, Carrie Mabel. .. .. . .. ... .. . . .. .... . .. . . . .. Natick.
·w oodward, Annie Louise .... . ... . . .. Norton Furnace, Mass.
-- - - - - - - - -

COURSE PREPARATORY FOR CITY TRAINING
SCHOOLS.

C L ASS A.

Allan, H elen Nisbet.. . ..... . .... 50 Hudson St., Providence.
Armstrong-, Maude ·Estelle..... . .. . 377 Pine St., Providence.
Clark, Laura Hayes .. . .. ... . . . . .. 10 Quince St., Providence.
Farnum, Maude .. . ... . ...... 112 Bridgham St., Providence.
Holland, Elizabeth Stanton . . .... . 81 Dover St., Proviclence.
Mann, Helen Sophia . . .. .. .... . 162 Doyle Ave., Providence.
Prouty, Gertrude P lummer . . 39 East George St., Providence.
Sheldon, Amy Phillips .. . . . .... . . .. ...... . ..... . Pawtuxet.
Smith, Mary Wesley .. . ... . .. ... 25 Lenox Ave., Providence.
Snow, Edith Denison . ... . .... 70 Bellevue Ave., Providence.
Snllivan, F lorence A~elia . ... 125 Governor St., Providence.
Turbitt, Elizabeth .. .... . .. . . .' .. . . 18 Alton St., Providence.

C L ASS B.

~aker, Grace Edith . ...... . .. . . .. ... ... ... . ... . .. Auburn.
arrett, Sadie Estella .. ... .. . . .. 148 Parade St., Providence.

]2

CATALOGUE AND CJRCULAR OF THE
1'. 0. ADJHf ESS.

~ ~\i\1 }~ .

Batchelder, E stella Charlotte ..... 57 Battey St., Providence.
Campbell, Mary .. ... ...... ... ... . . 10 Alton St., P1:ovidence.
Carpenter, Mary Aliee .. . ... . 95 Benevolent St., Providence.
Coakley, Agnes D e Sales . . .... . .. 953 Broad St., Providence.
Connolly, I sabell a Mary . .. . ... . 150 P arade St., Providence.
Corcoran , Emily Margaret .1703 \Vestmin ster St., Providence.
Fenuer, Mabel Lippitt .. .. . .. 120 Bridgham St. , ProviL1ence.
Gild ay, Mary _L onise . .. .... . .. 3G Robinson St., Provicl
H ealey, Mary J osephin e .. . . ..... 407 Smith St., Providence.
1·._muu.,,•
H odgson, Elsie Aun . ..... ... . ... R6 Sears Ave., P
H olloway, BertlHJ. Stone .... . .' .. G1 Portland St., Proviclen
Jacobs, Gertrud e L aura ....... 101 Beacon Ave., Providence.
K enyon, Curri e May ........... . . 233 Smith St., Providen
Lyon , Mabel R ebekah . ... . .. . ... 12 Durfee St.,
v1.uo.uu~,••
Mahoney, lVhrgaret Verouica, . ... 34 Preston St., t'l'IJVIaenc•~.~
Mahy, Alice L ouise . ... .. . .. . 54 Highland Ave.,
McGlmuin, Maud e L ouise . . ... 27 N onvich Ave.,
McK enna, J ennie Frances ... .... 3n Baker Ave., Pro
-Murphy, Theresa Marie ... .... 125 Governor St., Pro ··1u.oll'""•.
. Pidge, Mary Abby ....... : ... 1715 Carpen ter St., Provid
- Purkis, Elizabeth Frances .. 39 Charles Field St., Provid
Seabury, Helen ..... . . . . .. . . .. 17 Alexanc~er St., P
Steere, Deborah Wade ....... . .. . ..... ....... . . Oho iJ<.Lull<>u•·
Walsh, Mary Genevieve .. 1706 Westminster St., Provicl
·watson, May Lisse . . .. ... . ... 192 Chestnut St., t'l'I)Vl'cte.nc•3.~
Wilbur, F annie Brownell .. .. .. 194 Pleasan t St., t'ri:>VIctencc'''
Wood, Claudia Leona~·d .. ... . . . 165 Knight St., Pro vi
Wright, Ruth F owler . .. . . . ... . ... 231 Orms St.,

CLASS C.

~~ - Bannon, Margaret Ellen . . .. 138

Commodore St., Pro
- Blaney, Mabel L ouise . .... . .... .. 26 Trask St.,
(\
Drew, Myra B elle ... . ... . .... 425 Douglas Ave.,
Fanning, Eva Irene ... ... 173G Westminster St.,
Freeman, Ernma Sabina ........ 1G Saunders St., p,.,~-.n.riAlrtclll
, - Glover, Florence May ... . ... 123 \Vesleyan Ave.,
- Graves, J enrlle Edna .. . .. .. . . ..... 223 I ve::; St., IJ"'""·""'

RHODE ISLAND NORllfAL SCHOOL.
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P . 0. Ann1n:ss.

• ,..-g 11Jl, Matt.ie D exter .. .......... 53 Vineyard St., Providence .
..,, g,JJliwell, Mary Germaine . . . . .. 105 Sheldon St., Providence.
, H ealey, Stella BemarClin e .... .... 276 Smith St., Providen ce.
_ Leu:T., Anna Arabella . . ... . . . .. ... 150 Camp St., Provid ence. ,/
A.-McAllister, Ida Louise ..... . .. . .... .... Box 285, Olneyville.
, McCabe, Nellie Gertrude ........ 10 Printery St., Providence.
't 1\IeK eiWa, Annie L oretta . . ............. : . . .. ... :Lonsdale.
: Mulvey, Christina Verouica . . .... . 74 P ettis St., Providence . ./
-Nolan, Katherine Elizabeth .. 294 Douglas Ave., Providence.
-D'Neil , Teresa Anna ....... . 5GG D ouglas Ave., Providence.
Robinson, Alice Mancl . ... 136 vYest Clifford St., Providence.
, Margaret Mary . .. . ....... 14 7 Angell St., Providence.
Sarah J ane ... ... .. .... 930 Branch Ave., Providence.
Slack, F lorence Hou gbten, 1240 W esttuin ster St., Providence.v
·::-smith, Ju lia Frances ... .. . 26t Carrin g ton AYe., Provicl ence.
,. tltetson, Gertrude I sabel. . .... . 80 Ash mont St., Providence. ,;
• Decea eel. U a.y 24, 18!)7.

ELEMENTARY COURSE.
FIFTH TERM CLASS.

Buxton, Edith Evelyn ....... . . . . . .. . ... . ..... .. Saylesville.
Clea·vehnd, Alice . ......... . . . .. . 98 Pitman St., Providenee.
Cochrane, Antonia Maude . 216 Somerset Ave., Taunton, Mass.
Dillon, Ellen Frances ..... .. ............ H ortonville, Mass.
Grimsh aw, Eclyth May .. .... . . ... . . D exter St., 'Voonsocket.
H atten, Mrtry Emeline .. .. ....... . ......... Attleboro, Mass.
IIuLlso u, Maud Lillian .............. B ox 830, E. Providence.
Kelleher, Mabel L ouise ......... .4 Cypress St , Providence.
Latham, Mary Ethel. . .... .. . . .. . ........ .. .. Box 5, H ope.
~ougbran, Annie Theresa ...... . . . .. .. . .. . .... . .. . ·warren.
Yon, Elizabeth Louisa ..... .116 Sumner Ave., Central F alls.
~urphy, Grace Agnes . . . 186 Montgomery Ave. , Providence.
p·ason, Clara Jennie .... . .. .... .... ..... Box 25, Nasonville.
Rlerce, Nellie R and .... . .... .. .. .. . . .... Wilmot Flat, N. H.
n.ynol~ls, Ruth Alma . . . ... ...... . .. Box 220, Sharon, Mnss.
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N .on n;.

P . 0 . Ann n.Ess.

R eed, Ethel Lincoln ... . .411 Somerset Ave., Taunton, Mass.
Schofield, Naomi L eah . . . ....... . 20 Messer St., Providence.
Sherman, J essie . ..... .. .... . ... . . . \Vest Mansfi eld, Mass.
Southwick, Elizabeth . . ........ 92 Prospect St., Providence.
\Villiams, Florence E tblyn . . .. . . .... . . . . ... . . . . ... Auburn.
Williams, Mary Elizal.Jetb . .. .. . . . .. 22 Arch St., Provid ence.

FOURTH TERM CLASS.

Blackm ar, H elen Orilla .. . .. . . .. .. .... .. Box 37, Mapleville.
Bliven, Anni e Frances . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . Box 52, vVashing-ton.
Brayton, Amelia L ouisa ... .. ... . .. . ... . . .. . Moosu p Valley.
Carroll, Cath erin e Camilli us. . . . . . . .. .. . .. Box 127, Phenix.
Fry, Eleanor Eldredge .... . ..... . . . Box 42, E ast Greenwich.
Gale, Alice J eanette .... . .. . 1238 Globe St., F all River, Mass.
Gear, Myrtha May .. .................. . . .... . .... Tiverton.
Gould , Lillian Gertrude . . . .. . . 427 Cranston St., Providence.
Hurley, K atharine Matilda .. 36 E ast George St., Providence.
McNulty, R ose Mary L oretta . .. . .. . . . . .... .. . . River Point.
Nichols, Ellen Maude ..... . ..... . .. .. . . .. . Box 127, Natick.
Putnam, Alice Gertrude ..... . .... .. . .. . Box 115, Apponaug.
Sieverts, Annie Marie . . ... . . .. 122 Fountain St. , Providence.
Sutherland, Mattie Edward .. . 139 E. George St. , Providence.
West, E va Maud. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .... . .. .. .. . North Scituate.

THIRD TERM CLASS.

Aldrich, Mary J ane . .. ... . .. ... .. . . .. Box 302, Woonsocket.
Bennett, Ethel F oster .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. F oster Centre.
Brown, May Hortense .... . . . . . .. . 8 Carr Court, Providence.
Cohen, Etta E sther .. . .. . . . . .. .. 12 J enckes St., Providence.
· Cole, N ancie Elizabeth . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . ... .. South Scituate.
DeBlois, Mary Elizabeth .. . ... .... , . . . . . . . . . . . .. Warwick.
E ssex, Hattie May . . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. E ast Greenwich.
Greene, Mabel Gertrude . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . ... River Point.
Griffin, Loretto Mabel .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . ... ... E ast Greenwich.
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Hunt, Carrie Lavinia . .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. ..... East Greenwich.
Kilroy, Joan Littlefi!'lld .......... Box 693, East Providence.
Rathbun, Ada Metella ....... ......... .... ... . Washington.
Sisson, May Eaton . .. . . . ... 275 Washington St., Providence.
Sweet, Florence Sophia . ............. . ... . .. .. . . .. Auburn.
·white, Bertha Olney .. . ..... .. .. ... Box 552, Putnam, Conn.
Wightman, Ettie Emogene ...... .... ....... South Scituate.
Wilcox, Ethel Simmons . . . . . . . . . . .. Tiverton Four Corners.
Young, Alice Lavina . .. .. . .. .. . . .·. ........ Moosup Valley.

SECOND TERM CLASS.

Bainton, Cecilia Maude Marion ......... Box ()66, Olneyville.
Bell, Bernice Julia . . ..... .. ..... . .. .......... .. . Riverside.
Buffington, Ethel Lyndon . ..... .. . .... . .. Box 55, Quidnick.
Chace, Ethel Maud ..... .. .. . ..... . . . .... H ortonville, Mass.
Dean, Katherine . ........ .. . .... ... ... .. Box 4, Centreclale.
Dyer, ·Harriet Elizabeth ... . . ... ........ ..... .. .. Westerly.
Gillies, Anita Gregory .... ..... .. .. .... Box 56, River Point.
Harris, Mary Evelyn . .. .. .. . .. .... ..... ... ..... Centredale.
Hicks, Mrs. Carrie Louise .... .. Hl Beaufort St., Providence.
Hopkins, Bertha: Ethel. ... . .. ..... . ........ North Scituate.
Kirkley, Elizabeth D .. . . .. ... . .... . ....... ... .. . Cranston.
Little, :Mabel Lucy .. ....... .... . 26 Union St., Woonsocket.
McGuire, Agnes Marie .. .. . .. .... ..... .. ...... River Point.
Moriarty, Catheri ne Frances .... 29 Oak Hill Ave., Pawtucket.
Phillips, J osephin"e Victoria .. .. . . .... . ... .. North Scituate.
Reilly, Margaret Mary . . .. . ... 10 Barton Court, Providence.
Whipple, Marion Etta ..... . . . ........ .. . . ... .. . ... Natick.
Whitford, Katie Greene .......... ... . .. . ... .... . Perryville.
Vhlcox, Mary Eleanor.................... Box 104, Summit.
Wood, Geneva Estelle .. . .. ... . . ... .. ... Box 103, Rockland.

FIRST TERM CLASS.

Brayton, Florence Leona ...... . ..... . .... . . Moosup Valley.
Daley, Genevieve Loretta .... .................... Pascoag.
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Hanley, C:.ttherin e Ellen .... ... . . . ... .. . .. . ... .. .. Pascoag.
Moffitt, K:.Ltharine Theresa ................. .. ..... Ashton.
1\iott, Ethel Gertrude ............. . . .. . .... .. Block I sland.
P ear ce, Jane Snow . ....... , . . . . 11 \) Amolrl St., ·woonsocket.
Pien ;e, Ln,m·a May .. .... . . ... . ......... . .. . ..... Rockland.
Pi erce, Lucy Arcle]ja. . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . ... ..... .Rockland.
·w alcott, Bertha ·winifred .. .... . . ..... . ..... . . .. Greenville.
·worth , B erthtt D.imnnore .. . ...... . ...... . .. . .... \Yyoming.

SUMMARY.

Senior Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Junior Class A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jnnio1· Class B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City rrminiu g Cla::;s A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City rrrainin g Class B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
City Trn.ining Cbss 0 ......... . ............... . ...... .
Fifth Term Class ...... . . . ............. .. ............ .
Fourth Term Class ..... . ...... . . . . ... .... ..... .. ... . .
Third T erm Chss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seconcl T erm Class.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fir:-;t rrerm Cla::;s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30

37

35
12

30

1~

20
10

Total ... ......... ... ... ..... .. . .. . ... .. . . 251

-r

1~ 7

lRbobe ·llslanb 1Rormal Scbool.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

The Aims of the School and the Scope
of its Work.
ITS SPECIFIC PURPOSE.

The school is maintained for the specific purpose of
educating and training teachers for the schools of the state.
THE DEMAND FOR PROFESSIONALLY EDUCATED TEACHERS.

The need of educated and trained teachers has come to be
felt in many quarters, and the value of adequate special preparation for this important public service is coming to be
appreciated. In our own state public sentiment i~. this
regard has advanced substantially within a few years. The
demand for graduates of the school is greater than can be
met and has been increasing steadily for several years.
They a1~e sought for outside of the state as well as within it.
It is a fact not generally appreciated that, while in most
callings there is perhaps an excess of capable workers, there
is at present lack of qualified teachers for elementary school
Work. Many positions are held by persons who are not fitted
3
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by natnre or preparation for such work, because qualified
teachers are difficult to find.
The state, therefore, having provided for the education of
teachers, seeks to attract into the profession of teaching and
into the service of the public schools young men and young
women who by nature are adapted to this work, and offers
them the means of thoroughly qualifying themselves.
TALEN'.r FOR TEACHING ESSENTIAL.

The School cannot create talent for teaching. It can only
develop and train that which its students possess. There are
indispensable endowments and acquisitions of early life
which those who will be successful in a course of preparation for teaching must bring with them to the Normal
School.
When the last possible provision has been made for the
development and the training of the talent for teaching, the
success of the school still depends upon the quality of student
material which comes into it. It is of the utmost importance
that there shall be a constant supply of young men and
young women who possess the health, the character, the
talents, the habits, which constitute the basis of the capable
teacher.
Graduates of high schools who have attained good standing for character and scholarship are invited to enter the
Normal School and prepare themselves by a course of professional study and training for a career of great usefulness
in the work of education. A single year's work in the school
will enable such students to make a test of their adaptation
to teaching as a calling, and will give them a training in the
science and art of education which should be in
e.ven if they should see cause for turning to some
calling. They should not come, however, expecting
fully equip themselves for teaching in a year or to find
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work light and easy. The work of the advanced course requires the strength and discipline which a high school course
is designed to develop, and it in turn is designed to develop
new power and self-dependence. The majority who have
entered the school in the past few years have been high
school graduates.
Teachers who realize the need of fuller preparation, may
find the opportunity and help they desire here. They will
find in the school those who have had considerable experience in teaching. Young people who have not the opportunity of high school education and who have decided to
prepare for teaching, if they have attained the requisite
maturity and scholarship, are invited to enter the elementary course. Among those who have come from various parts
of the state in times past with only an elementary education
and have gone through the whole course, are many of the
most efficient teachers of the state and some of the most
worthy men and women now filling other important places
in life.
GENERAL SCHOLARSHIP AND CULTURE.

The Normal School is not a high school nor a college, but
an institution having a specific function, namely, the preparation of teachers for their work. In accomplishing this,
however, it must secure in its students broad, accurate, and
thorough scholarship, which is the essential basis of professional training for any calling, especially for teaching.

An ·important element in the education of the teacher is
the cultivation of the characteristic habits and abilities of
the successful student. Throughout her course of preparation the normal student needs to be pursuing energetically
substantial subjects for her own development and culture.
The Normal School must cultivate a lively interest in study
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and investigation and an enthusiasm for learning which only
the vigorous pursuit of worthy subjects can engender.
The course of study, then, mu~t be rich in material and
suited to challenge effort and nom:ish interest, as well as
furnish professional instruction. It will be observed in the
outline of the courses following, that substantial acquisitions
in science, literature, history, and art, are provided for.
Throughout each of the courses the student pursues for culture and discipline subjects that require. for their mastery
attentive observation, -patient research, and st1;ong thinking.
THE SPECIAL WORK OF THE NORMAL SCHOOL.

The purpose of the school determines what its specific work
must be.
1. It must beget the spirit of the teacher.

2. It must reveal the nature, aims, _a nd methods of education. This it can do by the study of man and the process of hi~;~ development, and of his relation to
I .
and to society.
3. It must enable the student to grasp and analyze subjects
of study and the process of thinking by which knowledge
is attained.
4. It must put the student in possession of ability to inspire
and guide the process of learning in the child.
5. It must give the student an intelligent acquaintance with
principles and methods of instruction and of school administration.
6. It must furnish opportunity for practice in the art
teaching under suggestive and instructive conditions.

RHODE ISLAND NORMAL SCHOOL.
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COURSES.
The following courses are designed to furni sh the instruct.ion and
training required by the severn! classes of sturlents who enter the school.
Post grn.dua te and special work will be arranged as mny he deemed advisable for those who wish to pursue studies in education beyo nd what is
here provided. ·
.The subjects embraced in the course are indicated only in their order
and relation here. The work of each department is oUI!ined on pages
25 to 33.
I.

THE REGULAR NORMAL TRAINING COURSE.
JUNIOR YEAR.

First Term-Junior B . (19 weeks. )
Second Tem t-Junior A . (19 weeks.)
Psychology.·. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .
Pedagogy-Introductory Course .. ... ... 8
Observa tion . .. ...... .. . .. . .... .. ... .... . 1 Practice-Class Teaching . .. .... ... . . . . .
Methods of Instruction -lntruductorj:
Biology, Hygiene, and Sanitation ... . ...
Course :
Civics .. .. .. . .. .. .. .... ..... . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
1st Qua1·ter .
ltd Quarte1•.
Literature.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Reading .. ........ 2 Language ...... .. 2
Singing .. .. .. .... .. . ..... ... ... .. .. . .. ...
Nature Study ... . 1 .......-UITi!!:WU.-~.....-1 Gymnastics ..... ... ........ .. ...... . ... ..
Physics . ... .. ...... 4
~ - .Q. -.t. ~Dra winl( .. ..... .... 4 Drawing ........ 2
Bioiogy-Vertebrates and Man . ... .. ... 4
Singing ........... .. .......... .... ...... . 1
Gymnastics .... .... . .. . . . . .. . .. .. ...... ·. . 2

4

5
4

2
2
1
2

Jt

SENIOR YEAR .

Fi1·st Term-Senim· B. (19 weeks .)
Pedagogy-Advanced Course .. .. .... ...
Logic- General Method,
Et hi cs- School Administration,
Methods o f Instruction - Ad v·an o ed
Course:
Nature Study, Physics . .... .... .... ...
Drawing, Mathematics . .. .......... ...
Reading and Literature .... . . . . . ......
Geology, Mineralogy, and Geography ..
Singing .. ....... .. ...... . . .. , . .. . . . . . . . . .
Physical Training ...... .. . ... ..... . ......

4

:!

2
3.
4
2
:l

Second Te1~n-Senior A . (19 weeks.)
Ha lf Term .
Half Term.
His tory of Educat ion . . ...... 4 Practice
T ea ching of History ......... 2 ·in the
Teaching o f Language .. . .. . 2 Training
Astronomy .... . .... . ... . . . .. 4 School.
Gymnastics .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . I!
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This co urse is a distinctively normal training course designed to afford
the best possible general preparation for teachin g . Those who successfully compleLe it are graduated an d with the sanction of the State are
a warded the diploma of the school.
In order I hat the obj ect of the course may be successfull y attained, it is
necessary that those who enter upon it be full y prepared . The preparation requisite includes :
1. Sufficient health and maturity of body and mind.
2. Good strong moral character.
3. A strong high school course well and full y masLered, or its eq uivalent. It is implied that such high school co urse includes substantial
study, by so und methods, of natural science and some fo rm of manual
ar t, at least draw ing, as well as mathematics, lang uage, li terature, and
history.
4. Proficient elementary scholarship. I t is especially requisite that
th e student of the science and art of teaching should have acquired mastery of the subj ects of the elementary course. More than a good g rammttr school pupil's unde rsta ndi ng of th ese subj ects is necessary for the
teacher. The maturi ty and discipline which the hi gh school co urse has
developed shoul d be broug ht to bear upon ari thmetic, geography; and the
English language for tlieir f ull er mastery before the student is ready to
g ive his nttention especially to methods of instruction.
All who enter upon this advanced course are examined in English, including reading, penmanship, composition and g ramm ar, history of the
United States, geography, and ari thmetic. In this exa mination the object
is to ascer.tai n the student's substantial everyday kn owledge and ability
rather than what can .be show n as t.he result of studying for examin ation.
The student shoul d be p repared for such a test upon applying for admission to the Junior Class.
Graduates of accredited high schools are ad mi tted to the school upon
their diplomas but take this test of their preparation fo r entering immediately upon the advanced co urse, unless they choose to rev iew these subjects
before enterin g upon the ad vanced course.
Opport unity will be afforded those wh o need to strengthen their elementary preparation, to stu<:l.v in a thorough manner under very competent
teachers, ari thmetic, geography, tbe Eng lish lang uage, t he bistory of the
Uni ted States, and if desirable otber subj ects of the elementary course.
F or this purpose a Sub-junior Year's work is arranged and is here outlined ; for any part of it ev idence of scbolarsbip will be accep ted.
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Fit•st Term.

Second T erm.

Arithmetic ....... . ... . ............ . . ....
zoology .. .................... ... ...... ..
Physics .. .......... .. ............ . ...... .
Eng lish Grammar and Composition ....
Modem History ...... . ........... . ......
Drawing ....... ........................ ..
physical Training ....... . ........ . ......
German or Latin ....................... .

II.

5
3
4

3
2

Book-Keeping and Penmanshi p .
Geography.. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .
Histor y of the United States .. . .. .. . ....
Reading and Voice Training ..... ... . ...
German or Latin.. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .

2

THE ELEMENTARY COURSE.

Fms·r

YEAR.

Second

Re"cl ii1g ................................. 3
Penmanship .. . .... .. .. ....... . ........... 2
Latin .............. · · ··· · ··· · ~ ···· · · ·· ··· 4

ll ygiene, hal f term

f

2
3

3

First Tenn.

J.l nta ny, half t erm

5
8

··· ··· · ·· ··· · ·· · ··· ·

3

Form and D1·awing . . .. ' .......... , ...... 2
Algebra .......... .. ...... .. .... . . . .. .... 5
Sing ing ...... . ........................... 2

Tet~n.

La tin .................. . ... .. ... ........ .
Eng lish . ....... . ................. .. ... .
Geography, ha lf t erm
I
Ztlology allfl Botany, half t erm f · · ·
Geomet ry ....... ...... .. ........ . . ..... . .
Singing .... . ................ . .... .. ... .

SECOND YEAR.

Fit·st 'l'enn.

Second Te1m.

A.ncient Hi story .. . . ... ................ ..
American Literat ure ...... . .............
·Ph ysics . .... ..... .......... " .. ..... . ....
Dra wing . ......... . . .. .... . ...... . . .... ..
German and Latin, optional. .. . . . .......

3
2
5
3
4

Medireval History . .... .. ........ ........
Uhetorio......... .. . . .. ...... .... . .......
Chemistry.. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
Arithmetic .. . . .. .. . ... ........ .. .. . ......
Drawing .. . .. ....... ... ... .. . ............
German or Latin, optional. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

8
4
4
2
4

THIRD YEAR.

First Tenn.
lJi story of the Unit ed Stat es ....... .....
'I'L e English Language ... . . ..... ...... ..
Geography .......................... ... .
Algebra a nd Geometry . ...... . ..........
Elementa ry Psy<>hologv & Pedagogy ...
German or Latin, optional. . ....... . .. ..

Second

3
2
5
5
3
a

Tet~n.

History of t he United States .. ..... . ....
Liter atme Rnd Heading . ... ........... . .
Physics 1st Quarter, Ztlohli!'Y 2<1 Quarter
Methods of Instruction . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . .
German or Latin, optional. . . .. . ........

2
3
4
3
a

The elementary course is designed to afford those not within the reach
of a high school the opportunity to gain a good general education and
preparation for the advanced co urse. It is designed to furnish at the
same time, as far as possible, immediate preparation for teach ing so that
those who are unable to continue through the advanced course may be
measurably qualified to teach.
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Those who pass the entrance examinations and comply with the terms
of admission, as prescribed on page 40, have the preparation requisite for
entering upon this cou_rse. When admitted, students are classified ac.
cording to their auility to go forward with the work. Those who have
accomplished in other schools the equivalent of any part of this course
should present the evidence of the amount and quality of such work, that
they may be assigned suel! advanced standing as they are prepared to
maintain.
A certificate is g iven those who complete this course in a sati~factory
manner.
Ill, COURSE IN PREPARATION FOR CITY TRAINING SCHOOLS.

This course is designed especially for those who, hav ing acquired a
high s!"hool education or its equivalent, have in view a course of practice
in a eity training school. It embraces the theoretic professional work of
the advanced normal trnining course including the study of methods
illustmted by observation of work in the several grades.
elude practice t<;aching and criti cism.
The preparation requisite is identical with th_at for the
training course.

.
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The Work of the Courses Outlined by
Departments.

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE.
READING.-E lementary Co urse. First Term.-The obj ects of the work
in read ing are intellectual training for grasp and appreciation of the
th ought ; and physical training in voice development, correct breathing,
and general control of the body.
Lyric poetry, descriptive prose, followed by strong prose and .dramatic
se lections are used to secure the ends in view. Wordsworth, Longfellow,
Whi ttier, Bryant, Holmes, Ir ving, and Hawthorne are among the authors
stud ied during the first term's work. Later such selections from Shelley,
Lowe ll , Emerson, and Sbakespeu re, as are adapted to the best development of the students, are studied for additional acquaintance with lit erature a nd for vocal expression.
In addition to class\vork, during the term each sturlent reads from two
to fom books, abstracts of which are submitted in writing to the teacher;
and carefu lly prepares for recitation before the class several selections
suited to her indiv idual needs.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE.-Elementary Course, Second Term. -The work of
tb e term in English includes :
I . The history of the English language with study in etymology and
sy nonyms.
II. Thorough review of English g rammar.
III. English composition, with particular attention to letter writing,
embracing:
1. Pe nm anship, punctuation, paragraphing, and spelling.
2. . The choice of wo~ds.
3 The co nstruction of sentences.
LATIN. -TI1e relation between Latin and English f\nd the disciplinary
value ot the proper study of Latin are recognized in the place it is
assigned at the beginning of the course. Especial attention is gi ven to
4
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translation of easy Latin into idiomatic English, to sight reading, and to
the subject of th e derivation of English words.
The purpose of this one year in Latin is not preparation for the study
of Latin classics but to furnish a broader basis for the appreciation of
·English.
GERMAN.-Eiementary Course: The work of the first year includes
elementary German grammar; translation of simple prose, both prepared
and sight work; dictation; composition ; and conversation . Special emphasis is laid upon the intelligent reading of German and upon the understanding of spoken German. 'fhe recitations are conducted in the language as far as is practicable.
Advanced Course: The work of the second year includes a study of
one or more of the works each of Lessing, Schiller, and Goethe ; also,
connected prose composition.
ENGLISH LrrERA'l'URE AND RHE1'0RIC.-As considerable attention is
given in our elementary schools to the beautiful poems and stories of our
American authors, and a wider reading of these is gained during the first
year of this course, the class in literature and rhetoric spends some portion
of its time on the longer English poems. Literature is studied first, that
it may be en joyed; and second, that the students may be led, through
rhetorical analysis and appropriate rendering, to its higher appreciation
and that they may be stimulated to gain an ever widening knowledge of
the best in literature.
The history of literature is brought before the class somewhat after the
seminary method. Large use is made of photographs. The school possesses several hundred carefully selected ones, some of ~hich were obtained by the teacher, when abroad, for use in the classes in literature.
RITE'l'Omc.-The course in rhetoric is designed to enable the students to
become familiar with such styles of writing as are worthy of study ; to
lead the students to see wherein style is appropriate, and wherein it
strengthens thought or enhances its value; to help them to gain ability in
making the expression of their own thought correct, clear, and so far 88
may be, effective.
As facility in writing may come from much practice in writing, daily
written work is required. The more formal work of essay writing re·
ceives attention. Debates, for which there is careful preparation, are
supplemented by argumentative essays. The work of the two lite~ary
societies supplements the work in the department of Rh etoric and Litera·
ture.
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CoMPOSITION. The ability to write as well as to speak good English
is one of tlle chief objects aimed at throughout the course. Practice in
writing is furnished in connection with studies in other departments as
well as in this.
In the regular normal training course, the departments of science,
history , and pedagogy furnish abundant practice in writing. Several
· carefully prepared essays are presented by each student and read before
th e school. During the Senior year, reading and literature occupy about
tw o hours per week. Dming the past year, the senior class have studied
The Knight's Tale and Hamlet; they have in two readings presented the
play of As you Like It before the school.

HISTORY AND CIVICS.
ANCIENT AND MEDL'EVAL HISTORY. -The subject is studied in the
second year of the elementary course. The work of the first term consists
of an outline of the history of the Eastern Nations ttnd critical study of
the history of Greece. The second term is occupied with a sketch of
R oman History and more thorough study of the history of the Middle
Ages. The relations of cause and effect are carefully studied, and an intelligent interest in history is stimulated by outside reading and by the
writing of essays.
UNI'l'ED STATES HISTORY. -The course consists of a review of the
history of the United States with special emphasis upon the relation of
European history to that of our own country. The discussion of current
topics is encouraged.
CrviCs.-The object of the course in Civics is to secure an intelligent
und erstanding of our forms of government, both local and national. The
practical value of History and Civics as a preparation for teaching is made
prominent ; and methods are suggested for teaching Civics in connection
with United States History.

ART.
Th e object of the course in drawing is four-fold :
1st. To give the pupils a knowledge of form, mechanical and free
hnnd drawing, historic ornament, design and color.
2d . To prepare the pupils to teach all the branches of the subject required iu the primary and grammar schools.
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3d. To give the pupils power to illustrate with blackboard
any subject that may require illust.ration:
4th. To foster the love of beauty and to stimulate and develop the creative and appreciative art faculties.
ELEMENTARY COURSE.

FIRST TERM-FORM STUDY.
Cr.AY MoDET,LING.-Type forms and their derivations, and objects, manufactured and natural, based thereon.
PAPER FOLDING AND CUTTING.-Geometric forms ; ornamental forms
based on the geom~tric plane figures; elementary color.
Free hand drawing from type solids a nd objects. manufactured
natural , based thereon ; ornamental forms on geometric bases.
SECOND TERM-MECHANICAL DRAWING IN CONNECTION WITH GEOMETRY.
GEOMETRICAL PROBLEMS.-How to handle compasses, straight edge,
pencils; use of rule, etc. System of notation , why used.
THIRD TERM-MECHANICAL DRAWING AND MANUAL TRAINING.
CONSTRUCTIVE OR WORKING DRAWINGS.--How to make free hand working drawings from geometric solids and common objects. How to make
working rlrawings with instruments. How to figure dimensions. How
to make drawings to scale from ohjects, and sketches.
MANUAL TRAINING - Construction of objects in cardboard and wood.
FOURTH TERM-DECORATIVE DRAWING AND DESIGN.
ELEMENTS OF DESIGN.-Historic frets, borders, surfaces, and centresanalyzed and studied introductory to subjects of decoration and design.
Natural or pictorial treatment contrasted with conventional treatment.
Geometric construction and division of surfaces. Construction of decomtion based on laws of growth. Elementary color. Designs in simple
harmony.
NORnAL TRAINING COURSE.

JUNIOR B.
Free hand perspective: the principles underlying· pictorial rept;esenta• tion. Color contrast and harmonies. Historic onm!llent : the various
schools studied and compared. Blackboard illn~tmtive sketching of the
work done.
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.JUNIOR A.
Free hand perspective. Color contrast and harmonies. Designs in
colored papers and water colors. Blackboard illustrative sketching.
SENIOR YEAR.
Methods of presenting the various branches of drawing required in the
primary and grammar schools. Practice in drawing illustmtions on the
hlu ckhoaJd in connection :with the teaching of other snhjects.
SuB-JUNIOR YEAR.

A course designed to enable graduates of high schools who are deficient
in thi$ subject to prepare for the Junior work in as brief a time as pos·
sib! e.
FIRST TERM.-Form study, clay modelling, paper folding and cutting,
geometric drawing, free hand drawing.
SECOND TERM.-Constructive drawing, decorative drawing and design,
elementary color, free hand drawing.
COURSE IN PREPARATION FOR CITY TRAINING SCHOOLS.

FIRsT TERM .-Selected parts of the regular Junior work, as much as
th e time allows.
SECOND TERM.-The Senior work as far as the time allows.

MUSIC.
Regular instruction is given in vo.cal music. There is a lesson given
each week to the whole school in the development of an appreciation of
th e works of the masters and in sight singing; and other lessous nrc given
to all students in presenting the teaching side of music, a!! taught in the
public schools.

MATHEMATICS.
ALGEBRA.-The course includes quadratic equations, use of the biornial formula, and arithmetical and geometrical progression. The ends
sought are power to solve problems and ability to logic~tlly develop and
Present the principles upon which the formulre are based.
GEOMETRY.-The course covers plane geometry and some work in solid
·g eometry, special attention being given to propositions relating to the
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measurement of solids. Theo rems are not only demonstrated, but are also
applied by means of problems nnd in many cases illustrated objectively.
Original demonstrations of theorems is an important phase of the work.
ARITHMETIC.-Tbe course of instru ction in the fourth term embraces a
comprehensive review of the principles and processes of elementary arithmetic, including the metric system, for th e pnrpose of gaining power to
gra sp principles clearl y and to analyze conditions correctly as a basis of
methods of operation.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN MATHEMA'l'ICS. -Tbe teaching
bers and arithmetic in primary grades and of mathematics in
g rades occupies a prominent place in the advanced cou rse.

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
P,HYSICS.-Fundamental principles that have their
affnirs of every day life are the chief subj ects attend ed to.
possible. every principle is first presented in an experiment, or attention
' directed to it in the natural phenomena and in artificial contri vances.
stud ents are taught to observe carefully and accurately, and from the
suits of their investigations to draw logical conclusions. As far as Iac:un.J~~~t:
admit, the stud ents experiment for themselves and are tnught to co1nstrmlt
apparatus of the simplest kind. By this method they leam that it is
sible with the means at hand to devise apparatus that will illustrate.
well, the most important facts of the subject.
In the seco.nd year twenty weeks are given to the subj ect .
of molecular forces are developed, properties of matter, !aws of
bodies, and simple mechanical powers are determined ex perimentally
apparatus is mnde and used which illustrates the elementary principles
the subject. In the Senior term, light, beat. and elec tricity are
CnEMIS'rRY. -In chemistry the time is abo ut eq uall y divided
individual laboratory work and theoretical class work . The aim
maril y to help the pupils to a good elementary kn owl edge of the
both theo retical and pract!cal ; and secondarily, to co nsider helpful
of presenting the elementary facts of chemistry to young pupils.
The laborato ry work is arranged and condu cted with a view to
ing, on the part of the pupils, first, an acq uaintance with the nature
properties of th e apparatus and materi als used, together with facility
tbe manipu lation of same ; second, the habit of close observation of
physical and chemical properties of the comm on elements aud
as a basis for theoretical chemistry.
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In class work it is insisted that th e pupils make an effort to obtain an
in telligent understa nding of the atomic theory of the constitution of matter and of the nature of chemical re-act.ions. To this end, a free use of
the blackboard is made in writing molecula r formul!B and chemical equations. Chemical problems involving weighed quantities of the substances
used form an important part of this work.
Each element is studied topically as follows: Its occurrence, preparation, ph ysical properties, chemical properties, tests, and uses. Compounds
are treated in a similar way as far as the facts will permit, though more
emphasis is naturally given to their commercial manufacture and uses.

GEOGRAPHY, GEOLOGY, MINERALOGY, AND
ASTRONOriY.
GEOGRAPHY has risen in recent years to a prominent place among the
sciences and to a hig4 place among subjects in school courses. Its educational value has only begun to be appreciated and its important relation to
all branches of study recognized .
In this department of the work of the Normal School are embmced all
subjects which relate directly to the study of the earth. The central subject through all the courses is geo·g raphy in the modern sense. Geology,
mineralogy' and astronomy are· studied as related subjects.
In the elementary course, during ten weeks of the second term, a rapid
survey is taken of the more obvious and familiar features of the earth and
its life. Some attention is given to representing these features in plastic
materi al, by drawing, and by maps. An elementary knowledge of the races
of mankind is obtained, of t11 eir mode of life, and means of subsistence.
In the last term of twenty weeks in the elementary course the student
is prepared by the discipline and light gained from other studies to grasp
the sig nificance of geographical facts , to study their causes and effects,
and to acquire a teacher's understanding of geography and its relation to
cog nate subjects.
The earth is studied in its relation to the heavenly bodies. Attention is
given to the earth's three envelopes, air, water, and land, and their independent and interdependent motions. Vulcanism, diastrophism, and
gradation are studied, and the influence of land forms and surface characters on settl ement, occupations, and line,s of communication. Organic
life and its laws of natural distribution and of its artificial exchange are
considered.
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St udies in ethnology are facilitated by means of government reports,
other descriptive and scientifi c literature, and by a g rowin g collectio)l of
specimens ami pic t ures. E ach stud ent makes a study in detail of a con.
tinent. co un try. city, or product. Th e earth is studied as the home of
mankind.
Specific in struction in methods of teachin g claims the chief part of the
time durin g one q uarter. Apparatus a nd i ts use are considered, also
books for professional a nd general rending, and fu r reference.
Prospective teachers Jearn how to lead children to acquire ideas by direct obser vation of visible f eatures and co nditions, knowing that on these
ideas must depeud th ose of di stant form s a nd their relations. They make
use of collected illustrati ons, of kn owl edge and inform ation , and of the
best prose and poetry in leadin g lhc chiJd.mind from the seen to the unseen by means of imagination .
In the practice schools they lead th e children to the expression of their
ideas by means of modelling, by draw ing, and by oral and written descriptions. They help pupils to form the reading h nbit by selecting for their
use th e best description of thin gs in w!Ji ch they ha ve become interested.
Astronomy, Geology , and Minernl ogy are st.udied in th e Senior year
w!Jen stron g work is to be ex pected of the studeuts.
AsTRONOMY. -The work begins with a stud y of the ski es by observ.a·
tion and wi th the a.id of sta.r ma ps. globe, a.nd lantern .
qu a.intance ha.s been made with stellar regions, the solar system is studied
as carefully as tim e and means will allow.
MINERALOGY.-T!Je laboratory work consists in determining fifty com·
mon minerals by means of physical properties, bl owpipe analysis, and
chemical tests. The class work consists largely of teaching exercises
whi ch lessons adapted to til e lower g rades are presented.
GEOLOGY.-Geological agencies now in progress are fi rst observed;
forces producing tilese changes and the Jaws of t!Jeir operation are
sidered : then the successive formations wi th their charaeteristic fossils
studied , and the structure and development of the earth and it~ adnpta·
tion to life made ou t.

BIOLOGY.
Botany and Zuology are taken up at th e beginning of th e elew.,u•-·.course as sui table subj ects for a wakening the scientifi c spirit and for
ing in the obj ective met!Jod of study.
The work begins with th e collcctiou and examination of specimens,
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with observation upon plants and animals in their native homes. The
student learns how to study, how to describe, how to classify, and how to
determine the names of plants and some animals, and begins to make collections. This first year's work is designed to introduce the student to the
earnest study of animate nature that he may be able to pursue it independently and with interest through the course, as time and opportunity
permit.
In the third year of . the course the study of zoology is resumed for the
purpose of making such an acquaintance with common forms o~ animal
life as will prepare the student to take up intelligently methods of nature
study in elementary schools.
In .the Advanced course biology is studied through the year as follows :

Junio1· B. Cou1·se.-Vertebrates and Man-Anatomy and Physiology.
I.

The lower vertebrates.
1. Some common fish studied as type.
2. Brief comparative study and classification of representative
species.
II. The Amphibia and the Reptilia. ·
1. The frog~Habitat, habits, anatomy, physiology, histology,
and development.
2. Brief comparative study of the two classes by examifi:ation
of a few representative species as-newt, lizard, turtle, alligator.
lll. Birds : 1. External Anatomy. 2. Description of common species.
IV. Mammalia-The Cat and Man.
1. Comparative view of the class by description of species.
2. Anatomy of the cat. Dissection.
3. General Anatomy of Mammals.
4. Histology. A brief study of animal tissue.
5. Tile Physiology of the Motor Mechanism.
6. The Sensory Mechanisni and the Special Senses.

J unio1· ·A. Co~t1'se . -Physiology of the Nutritive Processes-Hygiene and
Sanitation.
I. The Blood and Lymph, The Circulation.
II. Excretion. ·
III. Respiration. Purity of the Atmosphere.
IV. Food. Digestion. Selection, Nutritive qualities, Purity, Preparation.
5
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PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY.
ELEMENTARY COURSE.

During the first year the study of P edagogy begins in a series of
lessons on methods of study. The objects are to direct the attention
the aims and means of education, to guide the student in forming
views abo ut learning and teaching and right habits of thinking, and
enlist her interest in the work of _e ducation, t<specially self education.
In the third year an elementary course in psychology and pedagogy
provided. I t embraces the reading of suitable ed ucational literature
an introd·uctory study of the mind and of education.
learning and teaching and of organization, management, and govPT'nm•Ant
of schools are considered.
ADVANCED NORMAL TRAINING COURSE.

Junior B. Class, In trod uctory Course.-I t is the purpose of this
to get the subject of the education of children clearly before the <: u1n••nr.•
mind and a deep interest aroused.
follows:

I.. A discussion of the natural ends and means of ed ucation.
II.

A brief study of self by introspection and discussion with

experiments and the reading of suitable psychological literature.
III. A study of schools. Stated visits to sc.hools of observation
occasional visits to other schools, with reports and discussions, lead to
IV. An introduction to the study of children, to be continued
the co urse.
V. An in trod uctory st udy of teaching based upon weekly onl~er·va~•uu
with discussion und reading of literature upon method.
the class studies also methods of instruction in nature study , reading,
g uage, and geography.
Junio1· A . Class. -PsyclJOlogy, experimental and psychological.

The course in psychology aims to g ive such a knowledge of the
opment of the nervous system and the mind as will be of practical
in the profession of teaching; it is outlined as follows:
I. Experimental P sychology: Laboratory work .
II. Comparative Psychology: Mental life in the lower animals and
children, observations of young and adu lt animals .
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General Psychology: Experiments and· discussions.

Senio1· B. Olass.-Pedagogy, Advanced Course.
A.
I.

Principles of Instruction.
The Aims of Instruction and Training.

II. The Elementary Course.-The value of subjects, correlation and
arrangement of subjects.
III.

B.

General Method. A brief study of the laws of thought. Logic
applied to learning and teaching.
School Administration.

I. . Organization.

II.

Management.

III.

Government.

Principles of Ethics. Moral Training and Culture.

Senio1· A. OlaaR.-History of Education.

TRAINING IN TEACHING.
The School of Observation and Practice is one of the primary schools
of Providence and is located at the corner of Benefit and Halsey Streets,
It consists of three ronms for observation and six for practice. The
schools for observation are a kindergarten, a first year grade, and a fifth
year grade. The training rooms embrace all the grades.
In connection with the introductory course in pedagogy the student
visits systematically and studies the work of. the school, making oral
and written reports These furnish concrete material for discussion of
school work and a qasis for study of methods of instructio~ and management.
During the second term of the Junior year the student begins practice
under the guidance and criticism of the training teachers. Each student
spends a part of each day ·for ten weeks or longer, as may be necessary,
in ascertaining her adaptation to the work of teaching and in acquiring a
certain degree of ability to teach.
In the Senior year this practice is continued, parallel with the study of
Psychology and Pedagogy, with the view not only of acquiring skill in
teaching, but such an intelligent grasp of the relation between principles
and practice as shall lead to sound educational doctrine as well as successful practice.
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PHYSICAL TRAINING.
Physical education is held to be the basis for all sound education..
full provision is made for this part of the proper work of the school
present accommodations allow.
Instruction in Hygiene is provided for in the courses, and the pn:vsi•OIOill·
cal habits of students have personal attention from the teachers.
expected of all students that they comply with the conditions of
in the matters
dress, outdoor exercise, sleep, cleanliness, food, etc.,
faithfully as they are expected to perform all other duties. Light
nastics, either by the Ling system or with dumb bells. constitute
daily exercise for all students.

o:

MORAL CULTURE.
In a normal school it is imperative that a high
maintained. Excellent order must prevail ; polite behavior, correct
and an upright course must characterize every one holding
in a school of this kind. Bnt the exercise of authority in the form
discipline ought never to be necessary . .
ability to exercise self-control and to regulate conduct by the dictates
duty and propriety is considered plain evidence of unfitness for the
tion of teaching.
Abundant occasions arise in the progress of school life for the testing
moral character and the exercising of the virtues which are imlispel~Sil~blE
to the teacher. The cultivation· of such qualities as inclnstry, palLieliCIIj
generosity, self-denial, and earnestness is as positively expected of
normal student as the cultivation of the intellectual powers. The
course between students and between teachers and students, if it is
terized by freedom and frankness, by sympathy and mutualu.,. 1...
becomes a powerful influence in the growth of moral character. It is
assumed that Lhe best type of moral character is essential in the
teacher.

u. u--

LITER.AR.Y SOCIETIES.

T~o literary societies are sustained by the ~tudents, the S. I. D.
Literary Society and the Elizabeth Barrett Browning Club. They
regular business meetings and once a month present before the school
literary program. All other work being suspended during the time of
meeting, the attention of both teachers and students is given to its
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ceedings. These societies are agencies of value in acquainting the members with parliamentary usages and in developing self-reliance and an am
bition for literary attainments.
THE NORnAL STUDENT.

'!'be literary societies publish jointly The Normal Student, a quarterly
peri odical.
LECTURE COURSE.

A course of Jectures on topics appropriate to the school is provided each
term . They are given on Saturdays and are announced through the columns of the daily papers; all teachers and others who may be interested
are invited.
During the year 1896-97 the following lectures were given : September
26, 1896, Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia College, •· The Study
of the Science of Education" ; December 5, 12, Miss S{\san Blow, "Freebel's Mother-Play"; December 19, Dr. T. C. Mendenhall of Worcester
Pol ytechnic Institute, •· The Earth as Seen from the Moon" ; February 13,
1897, Henry T. Bailey, State Supervisor of Drawing in Massachusetts,
"The Whole Boy in the Whole School"; March 20, 27, Prof. W. C. Poland of Brown University, "Greece and Greek Art."
The school was favored during the year by visits from the following
persons: October 16; Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, and December 5th, Miss
Price of Chicago, President of the Young Women's Christian Association,
addressed the students informally. October 17, Mr. Hutchinson of the
not ed Hutchinson family sang old-time . songs. May 12, Rev. Henry B.
Tnmer of Hamden Institute and three graduates spoke of the work done
at th at institution; the Quartette, who accompanied them, sang. Mn.y 29,
Col. Henry J. Spooner gave a short address appropriate to Memorial Day;
this was follow ed by remarks from Maj . George N . Bliss and Dr. George
B. P eck,
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Location, Equipment, and Terms of
Admission.
The Rhode Island Normal School is located in Providence, at the
of Benefit and Waterman Streets, near tile depots, and is easily ac(:eSI!Ifbl
from all parts of the state by rail and from all parts of the city and
subnrbs by electric cars.

PRESENT EQUIPMENT.
· The present building, though inadequate to the reQuirements of
school, is in many respects attractive and convenient. The
study hall, adorned as it is with works of art and furnished so that
student, wllen the school is not overcrowded, has
become a hallowed place to many.
LIBRARY.

Although the school can scarcely be said to !lave a library, for lack
suitable place in 'Which to arrange literary materials, yet it is well
with dictionaries, encyclopedias, and other works of reference ; and in
several departments of literature, history; science, and education, there
a good supply of the best books. These are placed in cases in the
hall and in class rooms so ns to be easil y accessible to the students,
few restrictions as are consistent witll reasonable care of the books
placed upon their free use.
A few very carefully selected periodicals, clliefly ed ucational, are
furnished.
APPARATUS.

The chemical laboratory is well supplied witll apparatus and
The apparatus requisite for a wide range of physical experiments,
ing some valuable instruments, is possessed by the school. The
also possesses a first grade screw cutting lathe, together with a good
ply of machinist's and carpenter's tools, one hand camera, and one
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camera with three high gmde photographic lenses. A good Holtz machine
aud Roentgen ray apparatus has been purchased recently.
For geographical illustration there is no lack of appliances. Microscopes, dissecting instruments, and microscopic preparations are among
the means provided for research in the biological sciences.
COLLECTIONS.

A valuable collection of minerals and rocks affords ample material for
th e study of mineralogy. There are a few specimens illustrating geology.
Gifts of specimens have been received from time to time from former
students and from friends of the school.
An herbarium has been begun, and valuable specimens have been placed
in it from the private collections of Prof. W. W. Bailey of Brown University, and of others. It contains chiefly species of plants which grow in
New England, and though by no means complete even for Rhode Island,
the beginner in botany may be greatly aided and stimulated by its use.
}1ounted and alcoholic specimens of animals representing many orders are
in the zoological collection. The beginning of an archreological collection
has been made through a donation of one of the graduates.

COST OF ATTENDANCE.
TUITION.

Tuition is free to all who on admission sign the following agreement:
"I hereby agree, if admitted to the State Normal School, to teach in
the public schools of Rhode Island, at least one year, after having attended
the school, or within three years after leaving the school, to pay tuition at
the rate of $30 per annum, unless excused by the Board of Trustees."
TEXT BOOKS.

Text books aud books of reference are furnished by the school for the
use of the students.
MILEAOE.

In order to equalize the advantages of the school as nearly as possible,

a mileage appropriation of two thousand dollars is distributed among those
students who reside in the state at a distance of five miles or more from
the school. Pupils boarding in Providence will be entitled to the same
lllileage as if they lived at home. The aid furnished to any one pupil cannot exceed forty dollars per year.
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BOARD.

The school has no boarding-hall connected with it, but those who
to board in the city will be aided in securing accommodations.
usually costs from $3.50 to $5.00 per week. Students should consult
Principal before engaging board, as they will be permitted to board
in places approved by him.

ADniSSION.
1. .Age.-Candidates for admission to the Normal School, if
women, must have attained the age of sixteen; if young men, the age
seventeen.

2. Mo1·al Chamcte1·. -A written testimonial of moral character is
quired of all who are admitted.
3. Hectlth.-Candidates must be in good health and free from
physical ddect that would unfit them for service as teachers. A
cian's certificate may be submitted as evidence of physical soundness.
physir.al examination will be given those who do not bring such
cate.
4. Schola?·ship.-a. The diploma conferred by a high school or
approved by the Board of Trustees is sufficient evidence of scllolal'!!lll:p;
Candidates who present such diploma on or before the opening day of
term will be admitted without examination. They will be classified,
ever, upon evidence of their ability as shown by the examinations
cated on page 22.
b. Candidates who are not graduates of accredited high schools or
leges will be examined in reading, English grammar and composition,
eluding spelling and penmanship, United States history, arithmetic,
geography. This examination is given on the first Tuesday of SeptEJmDe:l
and of February.
Those who are admitted are classified according to their attainments,
those desiring to take advanced standing should bring evidence of
advanced scholarship, though an examination may be req uired in any
where a ·student desires to pass over a subject.
5. Application should be made in person or by letter, before
ing of the term, to the Principal at the Normal School, or to the
missioner of Public Schools at No. 104 North Main Street,
Those applying by letter should give:
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a. The name in full.
b.

The post office address.

c. Age.
d.

Place of previous education.

e.

Number of terms trrught, if any.

EnPLOYnENT.
Graduates of the school easily find employment. The demand for nor.
mnl grnduntes is increasing everywhere faster than the supply. During
th e past three years mnny calls have come to this school for teachers,
graduates of the school being usually sought, and most of the time ~ot a
graduate has been available. Not infrequently the inquiry was for a
teacher who could be strongly recommended for no important position.
There is abundant encouragement for young men nod young women of
talent to fit themselves by professional study for careers of usefulness in
the educational field.

TO SCHOOL OFF-'ICERS.
Superintendents and members of school committees are especially in.
vited to visit the Normal ·school and communicate with the Principal with
reference to candidates for positions, and with reference to suitable candidates for admission to the Normal School. They arc also requested to
make known to young people who possess ability and adaptation to the
work of teaching the advantage of the course of cducntion and trniniug
Which is open to them at the Normal School.

PROSPECTIVE EQUIPMENT.
A new buillling designed to be commodious and well adapted to the
needs of a normal school is in process of erection. It is located at the
COrner of Park and Lincoln streets, fronting Gaspee street, within a few
minutes walk of the new passenger station. It will contain accommodations for a training school, embracing ~ kindergarten training department,
a Primary training department, and a grammar school training depart·
lllent, and ample accommodations for all the departments of the work of
the Normal School.
6
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of the Association of the Alumni is held in Normal
Hall on Friday evening of th e week of the meeting of the Rhode Island
Institute af Instruction.
'l'he officers for 1896 anrl 1897 are as follows :

President,
Mus. E. D . McGorNNESS, '76 .. .. ... ... . ... . . 106 Pettis St.,

Vice-President,
MARY L. YouNG, '94

Secretary and Treasurer,
EonouA E. JosLIN, '84 . . . . . .. . .. . . ; . . .... . . . 430 Pine St. , Providence.

Treasurer of Alumni Fund,
M. LILA Hum,EY, '90 ......... .... .. . . . 36 E. George St., Providence.

It will be esteemed a favor if each graduate will send to the school
p.ew address, in case of a chan~e in residence,

